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At John Deere, we recognize that people cea ein 
are the strength of the company. This belief on iF “| 

drives our commitment to hire individuals me a 

who demonstrate energy, initiative, adapt- a oe 

ability, imovation and integrity. We reward necountine 

those who demonstrate growth and produce ° 

results. credit 

John Deere has expanded its corporate engineering 

vision of genuine value in order to place 

greater emphasis on its future direction. Our fae 

focused growth and expansion creates the health man- 

continual need for individuals in a variety agement 

of both technical and nontechnical fields. information 

: : Please send your systems 

, resume to: Manager, insurance 

Recruiting, Department CR-312, peroiees 

Deere & Company, One John Deere Place, marketing 
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—_—— —_ EDITORIAL 
j a a 

ii, 4 a Pee Editorial: 
Mat Right to Privacy x 

& 

magine a world where we no longer had an inherent right to privacy . . . even inside our home. Secret cameras 

[esse TVs would monitor and document our every move. George Orwell, author of the novel 1984, predicted 

he world government could one day act as “Big Brother” and keep close surveillance over its citizens’ daily lives. Although 

we currently don’t see this extreme of a situation, with rapid technological growth, the issue of the unjust exposure of privacy 

already has become a shocking reality. 

I agree that most technology allows for safer environments, makes our life easier and, overall, benefits our daily lives. For 

example, the invention of cellular phones gives us the ability to make important calls, such as business or emergency calls, from 

the road. Quick access to computer medical records after a car accident could save a human life. E-mail allows fast and easy 

communication between corporations, co-workers, or just between friends. However, the same technology that helps us also 

can make us more exposed, especially when it falls into the wrong hands. 

Most large corporations would agree that cellular phones are a communication necessity for their employees. But, cellular 

communications are among the most common sources of information leaks. According to the American Society for Industrial 

Security (ASIS), a Virginia-based research organization, in 1997, “cellular phones made information-rich targets in an escalating 

game of industrial espionage that cost American businesses $300 billion in intellectual property losses.” It does not benefit 

companies or employees to get rid of cellular phones, so other methods of precaution, such as using digital instead of analog, 

could be implemented. Although not all wireless networks currently support digital, eventually this might be a required step to 

prevent telecommunication fraud. 

The privacy of the Net is another largely debated and controversial issue. Americans rely on frequent web use and thrive on new 

web capabilities. Yet, even with safety precautions, such as quitting Netscape after entering personal information, it is easy to 

access personal information entered on the computer. In the electronic world, only encryption — “the electronic version of the 

envelope” — can provide absolute privacy. Encryption gives security to businesses and individuals by preventing eavesdrop- 

ping, snooping or theft of information. The Clinton administration is not supportive of this protective device because Govern- 

ment wants the police and spy agencies to have instant access to our e-mail and other computer files. But, the privacy of 

innocent individuals is being invaded. Criminals can steal credit card numbers, social security numbers and access personal 

files. Also, is it ethical in cases where private industries like insurance companies deny someone a job or insurance coverage 

because of easy access to an individual’s entire health history? Fortunately, privacy organizations such as Americans for 

Computer Privacy (ACP) have been fighting to keep and implement encryption to limit leaking of private information. 

What thriving corporation doesn’t use e-mail as a communication link? E-mail gives employees easy contact to their customers 

and coworkers. According to a new study, six out of ten companies now monitor their employees, but as many as 23% of 

employers never tell workers they’re being watched. Lewis Maltsby of the American Civil Liberties Union Workplace Rights 

Project explains, “The employer owns the computer, the e-mail and phone systems.” I believe that companies have the right to 

search your e-mail with just cause, such as when they suspect an employee is revealing internal information or suspect that their 

employee is involved in illegal activities. However, I recently read a disturbing article. A woman named Sarah was denied a 

promotion after her boss read an e-mail Sarah had written to a coworker announcing her recent pregnancy. Sarah’s boss told her 

she wouldn’t be “up to a new job.” Although she wrote that e-mail on company time, her boss had no reason to search her e-mail. 

Sarah’s privacy had been unfairly invaded. 

Certainly, benefits of technological advancement far outweigh the drawbacks of inappropriate privacy invasion. As future 

engineers aware of technology’s power and possibility for misuse, we should help set the course of America’s technological 

future. nae Jab 

ee SS a 
‘The Wisconsin Engineer magazine, a charter member of the Engineering College Magazines Associated, is published by and for engineering students at UW-Madison. Philosophies and opinions expressed in this 
magazine do not necessarily reflect those of the College of Engineering and its management. All interested students have an equal opportunity to contribute to this publication 
Faculty Advisor: Steve Zwickel Publisher: Community Publications, McFarland, WI. 

Correspondence: Wisconsin Engineer Magazine, Mechanical Engincering Building, 1513 University Ave., Madison, WI 53706. Phone (608) 262-3494, 
E-mail: wiscengr@cae.wisc.cdu, Web Address: http://www.cae.wisc.edu/~wiscengr 
‘The Wisconsin Engineer is published four times yearly in September, November, February, and April by the Wisconsin Engineering Journal Association. 
Subscription is $15 for one year and $25 for two years, All material in this publication is copyrighted. 
—— 
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D ae n SUBE Success Leads AD INDEX 7 MINES L./ to Second Year 

Company, aa __CareerConnecto p YS o oes oe ptember) |: its inagural year, Students Uniting Business and Engineering 
Ts (SUBE) laid the foundation for a successful student organiza- 

Afflia ed F ‘ non e ion serving a need previously unmet. The organization, founded 
A cogs a — _| in September of 1997, works to break down the traditional barriers 

| Arbit } . between business and engineering students. 

| | Leon Baumann and Jim Buswell found the need for an engineering 
Slaimectascttla mn eats and business organization while attending the 1997 LeaderShape 
Spent 30 GS conference, a conference that focuses on developing leadership 
Lee Kotla astatels Pia} none skills for business and engineering students. At LeaderShape, the 
ominicering Pre Fy students were asked to create a vision of what they wanted to 
Concurrent Computers to ha accomplish, and the idea behind SUBE was born. 

oe Zo bea “We seek to mirror the cross-functional teams in industry today 
OTe NENTS mn 17 and develop an awareness of the different curricula in both ar- 
Genorac Eo 7 eas,” reads part of the vision statement they created. 

a a fe Baumann and Buswell wanted to create a different outlet than 
iowaralohnson Prd role other student organizations. SUBE provides a business venture 
ae es 29 a and allows students to be a true part of the organization by work- 
TN IDEERS Fi none ing together in a real-life situation. The mechanical engineering 

) i inrcemenraieate BE GCauer Bee department has a rapid prototype machine at the students’ dis- 
I '| posal, and SUBE is using the machine to develop projects for 
b Ku : a business world clients. With the equipment available, business 
aa ne ho _ | and engineering students can work together to find clients, create 
McHugh n ‘none _ | amodel of the project and produce a prototype of the part as a 

Menasha ie | emu. 
Be «x 

vere : ? _ a “Everybody will have some input in all aspects of it; engineers will 
Outboard Man net AF . © none get some business training, and the business people will get some 
Persoft — - a a : ; 16 of the technical aspects of it,” Buswell said. 

Pilsbury —- 88 7 . . PowerMation “— An ide Back over none Buswell and Baumann envision the project as a major part of SUBE. 
RES Manufacturing 3 7 20 17 There will be the opportunity for both types of students to work 
Rosemount a 14 16 together in a more informal atmosphere than the workplace, but 
S.C. Johnson Wax i 14 16 students will still be able to learn from each other. 

emer eee e Another aspect of SUBE is the development of professional con- 
United Defense 2 17 tacts. SUBE hosted a “Meet Your Future” event last spring. A 

variety of business professionals met with business and engineering 

students to discuss real-life situations and answer questions from 

students. SUBE also plans on hosting monthly speakers. 

Engineers for Environment and oe / 
ri ' SUBE wants to hold a number of social activities for their mem- 

Techn ology Kickoff Meatin g bers. Baumann sees SUBE as an opportunity to, “help break down 

The EET kickoff meeting is September 22, 7:30 at Union South. stereotypes that engineering students (Were geeks and tat busi 
The title is Environmental Management Systems: Implications ess students were SOBINSELIDE School dropouts. ‘We're finding, 
for the Next Generation of Environmental Professionals.” when you really eet Gown tout, thete 5 really not aly fat they Everyone is invited, and food will be provided. differences between the students in the two schools.” he added. 

For more information, contact EET at eet@cae.wisc.edu or visit Check out SUBE s homepage at www.cae. wise.edw~sube/ PORUD> 
the website at http://www.cae.wisc.edu/~eet tosdate information on their activities. 

-Robin Gigot 
—— eee 
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_ ON CAMPUS 

"==—0) BRAINSTORM! 
a ff 7 Z .# 

| ae. ...a little creativity 
if pile _ z z 

"ee «& could win you bi 
ewes * > > 2 

ee f ci 

& mone Ea 3 it pe y 
ae 1 5 

. is { { day. Wobig said that the time and effort The competition is open to all full-time UW 

3 / commitments are tremendous and estimated engineering undergraduates. For more 

| \ the Turbo Mule team spent about 500 information, including application forms, 

2 oe hours on design, construction and contact the UW Technology Enterprise 

2 presentation. Cooperative (UW-TEC) at 2620 Engineering 

3 Hall. Application requests can also be made 

a Other winning inventions from past years via the web, at www.engr.wisc.edu/ 

as the start of a new semester include a faster and more efficient beer tap,  students/brainstorm. 

Heer Some new creative a photodiode-controlled toasting system to 

energy? That energy, channeled make a perfect piece of toast, an in-line skate The application deadline is September 25, 

in the right direction, could win you more SUSpension system and a radio controlled and final entries are due January 19. That 

than $10,000. robot that plays laser tag. Some of the means you have four months to enter, 
inventions are patented and even are being design and create. Use that time efficiently, 

BRAINSTORM, The Schoofs Prize for Put into use nationally. though, because one of last year’s winners 

Creativity, is an annual competition . . is making a second appearance. Wobig is 
sponsored by UW-Madison alumnus Several of the participants developed their planning to enter the competition with a 

Richard Schoofs. Schoofs is a 1953 inventions before the competition simply _ new invention. Said Wobig, “You don’t win 

chemical engineering graduate who wanted because they saw a need. Last year’s third $12,000 then not do it again.” 

to promote entrepreneurship as a possible place winner, Scott Kuszewski, entered a 
career for engineering students. The clamp he made to hold a snowmobile to the | Author bio: Emily Bauer graduated 

contest awards student inventions based tailer. He came up with his idea because he last May in Agricultural Journalism and 

on originality and patentability. The four wanted a faster and cleaner way to secure the TCC program. 
prizes range from $1,000 to $10,000. The asnowmobile. Refining that idea earned him 

Aschenbrenner Best Prototype Prize is $4,000. 

awarded at the same time and gives two Who can enter? How it would be applied in the field 

$2,500 prizes to the two entrants with the Any full-time undergraduate in the Background - why your invention is 

best working models. The awards are College of Engineering. You can enter CTTW e 
presented in February in recognition of individually or as a team. You can form RyolecabiCereTa Coy eMU ALON Mere A AIDS 

Thomas Edison’s birthday. teams with undergraduates outside of Brine mOvetaneleacetleey 

COE, but at least one member must be 

Eric Wobig, Dave Waters and Brie Howley from COE. What are the prizes? 

won last year’s Schoofs Prize along with Iaeiee $10,000 

the Aschenbrenner Prize to rake in a net of AY rum Ran CK ice Cel TT iteeg 2ndPlace $7,000 

$12,500. Their invention, Turbo Mule, is a Applications are due by September 25, 3rd Place $ 4,000 

human-powered vehicle designed to carry 1998. The final project is due January 4thPlace — $ 1,000 

heavy loads over long distances and rough om eee Two Aschenbrenner Prizes for Best 

terrain. They envisioned it to be used by KOON TCR AWLTKe ler ero) PSL 8 

industries in third world countries. YON ENCE Te MSIE) 
project? A WATE TRCN Lire 

How much effort does it take to win? Idea notebook - describing your A team of business professionals, 

According to Wobig, the number of people yuo) inventors and engineers spend a day 

turning in application forms was much Abstract - decsribing invention judging the inventions. 
greater than the number present on judging 
es 
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In Trading Technology... 
e 

Arbitrade Leads 
Follow Your Future! 

-seapt 31g Oy Arbitrade Holdings PPC implements “in-house” 
° se ee technologies and models for managed fund and proprietary 

ae % P trading operations on the major exchanges in the US and * % Europe. 
&’ % 

= = Entry level positions (that lead directly to trading) are 
8 available now for aggressive or ambitious college educated 
) . persons with strong analyticalbackgrounds in fields such as 

e math, computer science or engineering. Problem solving 
a and communication skills are required. 
[ee 
8 f . Begin your career in derivatives finance working with the 
g o industry’s most successful practitioners using state of the 
Os art technologies. 

w ° 
2 

%, ° Training in both floor operations and trading theory will 
M, begin in Chicago with possible relocation to offices in 

re Cw Minneapolis, New York, San Francisco or London. 
Ody, 

“Sand services. General Visit http://www.arbitrade.com/ 
Motors has been the world’s or contact: 5 
transportation leader for longer than Mr. oer Mans 
many of us have been around. Yet ung@arbitrade.com 
we're determined to achieve even tel: 612-542-4206 
greater success. This is why we fax: 612-542-4244 
encourage an open exchange of ideas 
and information in the workplace, ———— SS SS = 
developing the advancements that 

make our eee sue ee Affiliated Engineers, Inc., is celebrating 20 years 
eugloninent We sisaeooen ‘ee aut of innovative building systems design for Fortune 
a diverse” Workforce Gorn O ad Oa 500 and major public clients. AEI designs systems 
vatiety of peoples saith distisiet for commercial, industrial, lab and/or hospital 
viewpoints, disciplines, and cultures facilities. From conceptualization ‘ Seen 
provides the resources we need to your exce lent ea eal ded Ip ani succeed in today’s global market- client partnering skills will be rewarded in our 
place. Careers in Motion. growing national practice with increasing 

challenges. Positions are available in the following 
areas: 

° e HVAC Engineers 
Ey General Motors. e Electrical Engineers 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER ° Biphig Engin cess 

AEI offers engineer-led project management career soosveeeseessensneseesssstiansstiunnssensnaneeustesseusesseeseeste paths, in addition to a competitive compensation 

. . package with 401k, life/dental/health/disability, 
GM Education Relations bonus and more. Send resume and salary history to: 

1999 Centerpoint Parkway . 
Pontiac, MI 48341 D.A. Hutchins, SPHR 
ontiac, Affiliated Engineers, Inc. 

www.gm.com/careers 625 N. Segoe Rd. 
PO Box 5039 MEAG 

Madison, WI 53705-0039 aa a = 

Equal Opportunity Employer 
Website: www.aeieng.com FE Suge | 

ee 
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oo —_ ON CAMPUS 

a 
a ROTC: A Different Approach 

to Education 

ou’ve seen them on campus, on [& ; oo ie \ i ey 
y their way to Engineering Hall or : oe 4 ‘ bi: 

perhaps a math class in Van Vleck, . . - dl i . 
moving with a bit more purpose in their step e ao a aa z i od 

than the average student. Their crisply a PT y a 
pressed uniforms and close hair cuts set 4 i y 

them apart from the rest of us. They are i e ' s 
midshipmen and cadets, going about their os dine . hii S 
daily routines in search of the same seem- | eee ce J 22 # i one 
ingly elusive undergraduate engineering Ry . ; me ne } § bd } 

degree we all covet. However, the deal ef AS eg 4 y } 

they’ve struck up with Uncle Sam has them | a al | s . 
concerned with opportunities and commit- ar , : ; 3 

ments beyond graduation. : i‘. a 

A common concern among students in the oe Ce ou “7 poi am oe < g 

college of engineering is post-commence- | a Se oes, pe 
ment employment. For most majors, thejob | 7 ae ae pi & 

mathel taday seamavadegualé. Iesuth ROTC cadets at their early morning workout. 
you sum up the actual costs of school and 

the time invested, entertaining thoughts of 

a guaranteed paycheck, supervisory expe- The Reserve Officer Training Corps suchas Navy SEALS or Marine Reconnais- 
rience and quality benefits can become a (ROTC), represented on the UW campus _ sance need communications and transpor- 

minor obsession. For some, the financial by all four major military service organiza- tation specialists, the Army needs con- 

benefits alone may be enticing enough to tions, is a program that prepares students struction professionals and a nuclear pow- 
consider serving their nation. for a military career while they attain an ered engine room on a naval ship demands 

undergraduate degree. Most participants stringent maintenance. In the years since 
| are on a scholarship that pays full tuition the end of the cold war, the military has 

and some book fees. Depending on the experienced a downsizing in manpower and 
| particular branch and unit, in-semestercom- an increasing reliability on high-tech mod- 

+ mitments can include morning workouts, ern equipment. Few are likely to be better 
ae eal Sap | ; hy drill practices and additional course work at fulfilling these needs than young engi- 

y 7 8 a y | related to the cadet or midshipman’s field neers in search of experience. 

bc = Me of interest. 

= | | = Depending on the service and student’s 
Sie . ay . Navy Lieutenant Mark Evert, a nuclear sub- year in school, summers prior to gradua- 

‘neal ee marine officer currently on instructor duty, tion can involve a variety of activities. 

4 bits I a ee _ teaches a three credit naval history course Cadet Sergeant Major David Frattinger, a 

, ( “a ‘ a 8 required for UW midshipmen. He also senior mechanical engineering student, re- 

fs bod ‘ee & serves as a freshman advisor to new ROTC _ cently spent part ofa summer acquiring air- 

mn al Pa 2 candidates. “We’ve got other majors in the borne assault skills and combat knowledge 

a 2 program, but those with an engineering as he rappelled out of Army helicopters. 

‘ "| 3 background can definitely have a head Frattinger intends to eventually earn his 
a ’ | g start,” Evert said. The military isa modern, Army flight wings as a combat helicopter 

. —— _ _ electronic world where technical expertise _ pilot and feels his engineering background 

is a valuable asset. Any engineering major . 

can find a home in the military Special units continued on pg 12 
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MECHANICAL SOFTWARE Cecsecreme 
COMPUTER. 

ENGINEERS ENGINEERS =r 
Greenheck Fan Corporation a worldwide leader in the design, Concurrent Computer Corporation is the leading supplier of 
manufacture, and distribution of air movement and control world-class, high-performance, real-time computer systems. 

5 . ahs o> Consider an exciting future with Concurrent by joining our 
equipment, has exciting career opportunities in the Wausau, WI engineering team. 
area for people who are looking to make an immediate impact wysura uke iiss orth arid ori 

: pi : a. ince j ou'd like to accelerate your career growth and enjo! working for a company which has been growing steadily since its te dynamics of a small company enuhonment with lage 
inception 50 years ago. Our continued growth has allowed us to company benefits, we'd like to consider you for one of our 
offer a multitude of career opportunities for those with the drive Engineering Positions. 
to excel. We have opportunities for mechanical engineers in the 
following areas: POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN: 

. ° UNIX KERNEL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT e Product Engineer 
© Manu eames Engineer ° NETWORKING AND COMMUNICATIONS 

@  Salasa i * SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

6 ¢ COMPILER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

Greenheck, which is a privately held, employee owned company * SOFTWARE TOOL DEVELOPMENT 

offers a competitive salary and an excellent benefit package. If i 

you are looking for an exciting beginning to your career please If you're ready for a challenging career with a growth-oriented computer 
stop by our booth at the Career Connection ‘98 on Tuesday, Company, submit your resume to: 
September 15, 1998. Human Resources 

Concurrent Computer Corporation Candidates for Software positions 

2101 West Cypress Creek Road should have a Bachelors/Masters 
G R E E N H E Cc K Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33309 CompSci/CompEng (or equivalent). 

is Phone: (954) 973-5300 U. S. citizenship or permanent 
FAX: (954) 973-5304 residency. Minimum GPA of 3.0/4.0 
email: resumes@mail.ccur.com is required. 

www.greenheck.com URL: http:/www.ccur.com 

ye. WISCONSIN GRADUATE 
gr ‘ | Check out our website and stop by the placement office 

PA Cy XQ E for information about our upcoming campus visits. 

: s Imagine working at a place where the discoveries of research are transferred directly 
© _ into the development of real-world applications, such as air defense, space surveillance, communica- 

tions and air traffic control systems. An environment of vast resources where the advancement of tech- 
Po. = nology and one's intelligence are highly valued. You might call it the opportunity of a lifetime — we call 

: fa oF . it MIT Lincoln Laboratory. 

Ue. . ityouare Electrical Engineering 

a oo s. i: pursuing a degree in: Physics . a  athenatics 
7 : Computer Science 

ou | = q Lene We Want to talk to you. 

ri . 
: 1 os Office of Human Resources, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Box CPM98, 244 Wood Street, Lexington, MA 

-. | eee 02420-9108. Fax: (781) 981-7086. 
er ‘ is a 7 Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V, U.S. Citizenship Required . 

|| mit ry 1 LINCOLN LABORATORY 
Ae A I SI ll i S23} MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

————————— 
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at weighs under 3000 Ibs., runs another 70 HP. Since the standard Taurus overall, but “= " 

\ X / on diesel fuel, squeezes out 83 engine only made 140 HP, the Aluminium not without y 

MPG and is the best of its kind? Cow is actually more powerful—and faster. their share of 

If you guessed a UW-Madison engineering unexpected ‘GQ 

student, you’re close! The correct answer So how does it get 83 MPG? The secretis challenges.” "ig ‘ } 

is UW-Madison’s latest student-built in how itis controlled. For normal driving, Read on about : 

FutureCar, a hybrid electric vehicle named _ the car is powered by the diesel engine, their adventures: 

the “Aluminum Cow”. which is very efficient. When extra power 
is needed, the electric motor kicks in forthe Day 1: June 3, 1998 

FutureCar Challenge is a competition that added boost. The motor is powered by 600 — Most of us didn’t know it was June 3. We’d 

involves 13 engineering schools from C-sized nickel-cadmuim batteries weighing been awake since sometime in May. But 

around the country. Their goal is to modify only 125 pounds and housed in the spare- around noon, two vans, a station wagon 

amid-size car to maximize fueleconomy and tire well. The motor also recharges its and a Suburban pulling the BIG RED 

minimize emissions. All this is done without batteries using regenerative braking and TRAILER left for Detroit. One van swung 

sacrificing consumer demands such as__ recaptures the kinetic energy of the car through Chicago to pick up some 

comfort, performance and safety. Each when brakes are applied. teammates. Later that night it ran across 

school was given either a Dodge Intrepid, the Suburban and trailer sitting on the side 

Ford Taurus, or Chevrolet Lumina. FutureCar members are mostly ofthe interstate 2 hours outside of Detroit, 

undergraduates with little to no prior seemingly abandoned and missing a tire on 

A ere gy 7 > the trailer. Three hours 

es o oa 5 a later, about the time the 

E i Nie 2 as: EY ss : occupants figured the rest 

a tim wo. Pan, , Me) 4 YER irs of the team had been 

i ae i ee a ey ‘f <4 abducted by aliens, they 

ta ; ae ef ff Om \ 4 Sl showed up with a tire. 
: - eat os da a = | They had been calling 

7 SEE. | | AAA (who wouldn’thelp), 
a thee — | racing from garage to 

ett EM fr _- | garage and waking up tire 

a ‘ : eu a ae de shop employees, who 
; uw-Madiso® FutureCar © - \0e & =") didn’t want to help until 

ee & 22 pe 0 WF. . . DIESEL their jobs were threatened. 

; i x Seen pie OO | fM ‘ | Seems it’s kinda hard to 
_ yfitedeen. DIE SELcooien a eee 22 1 t “60. find trailer tires at 9pm in 

, — om ; 8 Nowhere, Michigan. We 

ean eT ee Detroit at 3am. 
Men PS OST ay ees pay 0, 
The 1998 UW FutureCar Team with their winning car and mascot, the “Aluminum Cow. Filled the gas tank for the 

The Aluminium Cow is based on an all- experience with cars. There are nine groups first time. It leaked. After a short diesel 

aluminum prototype 1994 Ford Taurus. with various responsibilities such as _ bath fora few team members, the problem 

Only 25 of these were built, and Ford mechanical, engine, electrical, controls, and _ was fixed. Exhaust system leaked — let’s 

donated one to the UW. UW’s strategy weight reduction concerns. Weekly team _ try installing a gasket! Mascot (inflatable 

was to install a parallel hybrid powertrain. meetings are held for all the groups to cow) cow-napped at skit ceremony!!! 

A parallel hybrid vehicle is one which uses communicate their progress, problems and 

conventional fuel combined with electric discuss work times. 

power to propel the vehicle. The Day 3: 

Aluminium Cow also uses one of the 100 Each June, FutureCars from across the US__ Braking test results — they don’t work all 

European Ford, turbo-charged, diesel and Canadaare tested and compared toone that good. Telling Anton to push harder 

engines ever made. This engine is rated at another during a nine-day competition in 

approximately 90 horsepower. Italsohasa Detroit. This past June, the UW FutureCar : 

Unique Mobility AC motor good for Team’s Aluminum Cow seized Ist place continued on page 30 
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continued from 9 
will prove a valuable asset. While a technical degree is not required 

for ROTC participation, the skills acquired in the course of earning 

an engineering degree can certainly help. “I think it’s my experience 

managing time wisely that will help the most,” commented Frattinger. 

Some programs, such as Air Force Communications-Computer Sys- 
tems or Navy Nuclear Propulsion consistently utilize the basic con- No cove ae os 
cepts taught in engineering curricula. No IO 

A student interested in becoming a nuclear qualified naval officer, | ust the truth. 

regardless of major, must perform competitively in the base calculus 
and physics courses required of engineering undergraduates. After thetruth the truth ihetruth the truth truth the 
graduation, they are commissioned as ensigns and head off to school Te Ue eS celta ee lou radia: Bstoua tn truth thed 
in Orlando, Florida, for future academic training and certification. aun ive! He U epenil a ae ae eet aeiaa) 
Much of the Naval Nuclear Power School’s curriculum, though clas- | YRaeaan (i Pare hie Ta ¢ mins 
sified, parallels concepts and technology taught at the UW. Electri- | (gS rc ruins Bit BoB Be iin the 
cal, mechanical, chemical and nuclear engineering concepts are ap- A US iu ‘ o 4 i a e 4: A 7 in Has : 

plied to the task of supervising the safe and reliable operation ofa You're approaching graduation and on the hunt for concrete information nuclear powered ship in combative environments. It is a position of | about potential employers. And in that search, you'll encounter mountains of 
immense responsibility not taken lightly by the Pentagon; every information. Daunting amounts - from critical to trivial - that must be considered. 

nuclear officer recruit interviews with an Admiral in Washington ; Enter Arthur Andersen Business Consulting, , 
D.C. before being considered for enrollment, Suunes, wheter posts lmesead be Lavereed Tearedaet cenbled Goon 

Cost Management, Supply Chain, Business Process Improvement or 
‘Tiere issno ‘such thing as a free ride, however, especially when psmpenanes Management. Because when it comes down to it, we have nothing 

dealing with the federal government. A common commitment fora | You're in search of the truth. Arthur Andersen is where you'll find it. Stop by 
new officer is four years of service. Special programs, such as flight our booth during our upcoming campus visit. 
or nuclear training, involve a stiffer payback due to the large amount ARTHUR 
of time and money invested by the government in each candidate. A\ANDERSEN Flease visit Engineering cares Saves for registration 
After a Navy pilot earns their wings, which can take two years, the |_—____~_"—S8aelines ar —ewe ee 
commitment is seven years. Salary, when considering the extensive 

medical and dental benefits, rivals that of the private sector. A com- 2 a 
mon selling point used by the military is the “30 days paid vacation” foal Cc es 
provided to all service members, which, while technically valid, is a ee” : 
bit misleading. Thirty days off after spending nine months at sea in FEF es 
the North Atlantic or in a Saudi Arabian desert does not always Pee 
prove to be adequate compensation. In addition, it is rare that an es 2s / 
individual’s ideal vacation requests comply with the needs of their i Avr mn. a “| 

uni eA Sy 
ROTC is not for those who simply need an easy way to help pay for | FICOMMQ- ’ “OC 
college. It’s for those who thrive on the challenge of leadership and Sa. x = 
intimidating environments. The academic and critical thinking skills  Cawmpusi 4 | 
learned by an engineer in pursuit of a degree helps to prepare a a COW PUSS.) J | | 
young officer for a time in their life when rapid accomplishments and | J ay Ue ae ae | 
goal realization can be critical to future successes. Few civilianjobs | JF pee oe 
can provide positions of such immediate responsibility, challenge | fg oo. = 
and rewards. Then again, you can “quit” a civilian job, a concept e 37... 
not familiar to any recently commissioned officer. Co ee | F kehueren | 

| www.kvattPoods.com/caveers | 

We know what you've hungry Pov, 

Kraft is an Equal Opportunity Employer m//dv. 

——————— 
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aa Lota je y ] rn 3 4 ] 
Ow rh tel oir arm re | 
1200 hours of studying. | i : 

i a | Rosemount Inc., a world class leader in the design 
ya Reo ] and manufacture of precision measurement and 
NOW WH AT? 1 control instrumentation for the process industry, has 

exciting career opportunities in the Minneapolis, 
A aoe oR ee enV EST CeCe Minnesota area for people who are interested in 
know exactly where you're going. Our Professional Development } a oe & 
Peer Conti RCE anwecc Ce nea am tnt tT being part of a forward thinking team on the cutting 
SOUT eLtatacon einen unt Rca tes Rents Ris a3 : 
be successful. It’s comprehensive. It’s flexible. And it'll start you on edge of technology. Opportunities exist for new | 
oer marron cn | grads with the following four year degrees: 

OMT R EM oem co tel heen OC ROR CTT ere Q . F | 
PME CCAM nimrte cent moron tC nei neta ar > Electrical Engineering | DECOR OSe TTT ee ment nt a otet mnt ie mentite ett : 
curt Roauee Cnet esata Tree hmertt soar onatn Than > Computer Science 
ex | > Business | | | 
CTU vere LST ram CoonnTeTsTanmeensCc Mme) NT LOCoySy CCT TOR Cer Teme | | | 
eee ea ates aa aa a | Rosemount Inc. offers a competitive salary and 
Searhces Cnet | : kes 

benefits package. If you are committed to providing 
Find out where you and Menasha Corporation can take your career : : : ‘ 
Stop by our booth at Career Connection ‘98, or mail/fax/E-mail your | | Superior customer service and producing top quality 
er sore mest Mm | | products, send your resume and cover letter to: 

Neenah, WI 54957-0367. FAX: 920/751-1904. E-mail: recruit@menasha.com. § | 
We hold true to the principles of Equal Employment Opportunity and | Human Resources, M/S PL16, Rosemount Inc., 
NET RU Cet oRS AMOS eT CONN Ke | 8200 Market Blvd., Chanhassen, MN 55317, or visit | 

| our web page at www.rosemount.com. For 
PAAR ao cate narnia information on other opportunities at Rosemount, 
a ae call our Job Line at (612) 828-3315. 

scant nsne An Equal Opportunity Employer 

= ww ee 
R ,EP ge oa : 3 

4 . he well sc —— a errs bi ee Le ~ < GJohnson | “—— f 

sets vig a. OE eee St, Founded in 1886, oe epee a 
a = 4 hie. a S.C. Johnson Wax Sime | 0 L reel a AA | 
a Aig Preeti te Ms, is one of the oe! f aes el ee | 
stage ahaa, world’s largest, ga a 

angi Mle Siedee eee privately held to * ee . 
F a ‘ er multi-national = Pe 

Tier, oa a corporations 2 fees t si cies 

~ <i ) with 13,000 | oe | 
ee employees Schlumberger stands alone at the top 

oe < tut ee Gictriby | f the technol Id ye "i : Wt a istributed of the technology wor! 
a = Hemet: wi = over more than 

° a fifty countries. Because we hire people with the confidence 
We are a world leader in manufacturing and marketing and ability to challenge the status quo. 
of consumer, commercial and specialty chemical products, 
including brands such as PLEDGE, GLADE, WINDEX, If you want a career with no limits, 
DRANO, SHOUT, RAID, OFF!, EDGE and SKINTIMATE. step into a company that knows none. 
Global headquarters and U.S. manufacturing operations : 
are located in Racine, Wisconsin, on the shores of Lake We'll give you a chance to 

Michigan between Chicago and Milwaukee. To explore stand on your own two feet 
a variety of career opportunities, contact: 

C.L. Herrbold 1 ' a ae www.ultimatejob.com 
1525 Howe Street 

Racine, WI 53403 | 
clherrbo@scj.com | eee 

An Equal Opportunity Employer. % An Equal Opportunity Eniployer 7 
Come visit us at: http://www.scjohnsonwax.com/ 

ee 
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. alk About 
ao ae How did they get ee 

there? / 
B : 

3 

S 
a 

Ernest James G. Berbee 3 
Micek F wy President [ae B 

CEO and S _ Berbee Information Networks In 1989, Berbee began work as an IBM 

Chairman of ; Corporation systems engineer in Madison. “It was a 

the Board i ee Ecoeia got i into 

Fe all kinds of complex customer problems. 
Cargill (™& y | MBA 1989 But I really learned to think on my feet. My 

~ | MS ME 1987 engineering education, even though it 

BS ChE 1959 2 BS ME 1985 wasn’t strictly about computers, set up an 5 y P’ P 
s excellent base for the type of problem 

Se ; 2| James Berbee can take you for a walk on _ solving skills I needed at IBM.” Recently Ernest E ig 
Micek traveled 5| Madison’s Blackhawk Country Club golf 

ae 2 course and show you the trees he planted Buta different kind of corporate experience to South Africa . ¥ Pp rp 
5 i 2| as an employee during his high school days. _ beckoned. He left IBM and started Berbee to encourage ploy’ ig ig ry 

; e wi &| He can also tell you the ins and outs of the Information Networks Corporation in his free trade with FH y' Pp 
America. Micek 5 Regent Apartments, which he managed for basement in 1993. The company focused 

ica nastrecinic four years as an undergraduate. on solving network computing problems. is a past recipient 8 ig Pp 

of the College of Engineering’s 
Distinguished Service Award. Cargill, Inc. In those early days, Berbee was thinking Within a year, the first employees had been 

is a global merchandiser, processor and about owning his own business someday. hired and the company moved out of the 

distributor of agricultural and other He used his education at UW-Madison as basement. The company has experienced 

iti a solid base for eventually striking out on _ rapid growth, moving its Madison location commodities. y g P g 
Richard J. Schwartz his own. He holds BS and MS degrees in _ three times in three years to accommodate 

. F ‘ mechanical engineering and an MBA in _ the expansion. In 1997, the company moved 

Dean, School of Engineering finance. into anew $2 million corporate headquarters 

Purdue University in Fitchburg’s Research Park. 
Professor, Electrical and “One of my most sobering experiences was y ig Expy 
Computer Engineering flunking thermodynamics the first time I In 1996, the company opened its Milwaukee 

took it,” Berbee says. It brought home the _ branch. In one year the Milwaukee office 

BS 1957 need to concentrate on his studies. He grew from two employees to 11, and 

mastered thermodynamics to such an monthly revenues grew from $50,000 to $1 

SM, MIT 1959 extent that he became an instructor in million. In 1998, the company opened its 

ScD, MIT 1962 thermodynamics for the Department of Fox Valley branch in Appleton. The y P y pp 
Mechanical Engineering during his company now concentrates on network 

Research interests include semiconductor | master’s degree work. He also worked asa __ consulting, Internet services, and hardware 
devices, direct energy conversion and solar | project assistant with the Engine Research and software sales. It now has more than 

cells. Center. 80 employees. 

Michael Gluck BS 1968 

President and CEO 
R Squared/Vangard Vangard Technology is a systems leaders, Vangard develops solutions for 

previous: Executive Vice integrator specializing in high performance use on  UNIX-based platforms. 

Presidentat Fujitsu Computer solutions for Data Management, Data Additionally, Vangard's Professional 

es J P Communications and Networking for the services offers system design and 
Products of America open systems,client/server environment. In implementation, software development and 

strategic partnerships with top industry network administration. 

SY 
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Te: ts wee 3 

ae pe Siem wt 
_ = uke OR 

: A aie ra Ds 1 Vi © 

| sen FH EB yl She m Ww: 
oad 7 FA bes 4 5S wi Th Ne cin | s 

ie cee ee eee | ASA ONS 
ers 8 ‘ y EEE Gitececets Average 

yen al eee iA = i i be. py ee ea | Engineering Salary Lge re 2 0 §) tg re ES n 3 
bah cae a ian ie =| BS $38,500 MS $45,400 a w\— 

. ban tion of | i PhD $59,200 cszweste: 
dl 1997, no experience 

ECB still 2 "interview StU years away Interview 
Making up the western edge of cam- Opportunities 
pus, the Engineering Centers Building Construction of the ECB will begin in 

is seen as a link between the university about two years at the southeast corner 

and adjacent neighborhoods. Said Dean of Breese Terrace and University Av- 

John G. Bollinger, "It is intended to be enue. The new facility will replace the J thu ECS, 1997-1998 

an architecturally interesting structure "temporary" buildings that are still in BD): “UB, 

providing a transition from the Mechani- _ use. 4. Jay 2 id 
cal Engineering Building to the First Most Wired City 

Congregational Church, a prominent The college's proposed 130,000-square- 

building just west of the engineering foot Engineering Centers Building was 

campus. The Engineering Centers Build- one of the original buildings included in 

ing will be a dynamic facility, combining _ the Wisconsin Initiative for State Tech- 

both educational and research activities nology and Applied Research 

within the college. The development of | (WISTAR), a major initiative proposed ) Se rs 

this facility is viewed as an opportunity by former Chancellor Donna Shalala's i 

to enhance the quality of the teaching advisory council to facilitate several Madison, WI 

and research environments, and to aid critical UW-Madison construction Nov. 1997 Intemational Demographics, based on per capita use 

in the recruitment of talented faculty, projects. 4 : ; . \ 
; . _ ABP from UW Foundation and Ome LRP ~. RQd/ ab Aa 

students and research staff. Engineering Communications 

We’ve seen Pie a ( = 

IM fore! + 
is oy 

IMac before! | 
2 if . ty ao 

5 Mt | F re < ‘ . 

2 \ SY aaa 
g } | (left) The Apple iMac, re- (above) The ADM3A+, pro- 

& : leased August 1998. This duced by Lear Siegler, Inc. 
3 ew - . funky looking machine isa This similar looking terminal 

5 ’ " AN keystone inthe New Apple _ was found in the ME Build- 

. : y company headed by Steve ing. No longer available, it 

> Jobs. Available at the DoIT boasts an uncommon 9” 
“Pa oe Tech Store. monochrome screen. 

ee 
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Weight ¥ eight ? &. 
> et a 

, i 
‘ave you eVer heard of Conjugated S if 

Hiss Acid (CRA)? The name _ beneficial effects of CLA tent years 

sounds like something=you made ago. He was very surprised when he E 

in organic chemistry. CLA is actially a ‘found that well-done hamburger, By ‘ 

dietary supplement that helps you bufafat_ previously suspected of causing cancer, . a 

and create better muscle tone. CLA is a forni—actually contained appreciable amounts of m 

of linoleic acid, an essential fatty acid used © CLAQwhich helps retard cancer growth in even 
by cells within the body. The weird part mice). b lee 

about CLA is that it’s found in meats, contended 

cheeses and other dairy products. The same The Clinical Nutritforr@linic in Madison is that CLA is 

foods people have been avoiding for currently conducting Qne of the first tot ally A 

dietary purposes supposedly contains a documented tests of CLA consumption by See ee 

weight loss chemical. It sounds a little humans. Dr. Richard Atkinson is leading the The notion 

ridiculous, right? study. Both Atkinson and Pariza have tried thee one could ; 
the drug themselves and found avoid physical 4 

CLA seems to be too good to be true. It is extraordinary results. They reported that ACHVILY and eat 

an all natural supplement that reduces fatty CLA significantly reduced their appetites. anything you want j 

tissue, not just water weight, and there are while reducing fat 

no known side effects. Animal feeding Currently, CLA is produced by chemically ang mprowine 

studies have shown that CLA causes loss altering linoleic acid residues found in muscle tone sounds like 

of fat and promotes muscle development. sunflower gil. Natural Nutrition and other a dream. p The main 

In addition, CLA does not require massive vendors make*@lsA and currently have it content On rea to Cae: ie tests 

amounts of exercise like other dietary out on the market. Byen though it is rather have been conducted on animals and the 

supplements. So, why isn’t there a gold expensive ($25 - $45"per bottle), CLA is anticipated results may not be the same for 

rush for this new discovery? The main _ being sold at a rapid rate in lcal stores. humans. 

reason is lack of knowledge. CLA has not - _— cm Ae 

been thoroughly tested yet. Doctors do not recommend taking CLA until Even i CDA does not PIONS SHECHVE mn 
the human tests are completed. It is humans, it can still be used in raising 

Michael Pariza, head of UW-Madison Food \, definitely wise to remain cautious about aguas. Eee pigs couldite Pooguced 

Research Institute, discovered the CLASome dietary supplement reviews with TERE oe before. A small reduction 
s > 2 -. , re or) in ae * ost for a es and — 

| laa oad ali i yields of meaty tisstie could have a large 
.  ) a)“ ee cS a ae s impact on odebee 

Pa Wh at Tas eo" ae aR 
: d Pariza and others believe CLA hasrbright 

- Fa future. One day it could be commonly used 

p> 4 = 4 — 8 as a daily supplement like Vitamin A or Gy 

Alors 
Sed “wi eh m Author Bio: Dan Pierpont is a senior in 

A | onal chemieal-engineering who is 

researching the production of CLA. 

a ai = 5 
ad a S For more information about'CLA 

a 2 and recommended dosages 
- 8 please call the UW- Madison 

: . = et 8 Clinical Nutrition Clinic 
CLA is already being sold at many local grocery, drug, nutrition and at 265-4584. 
natural food stores. 
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ARTESYN’ 
T EC H N O L Off— 1 E S 

ais Leading Edge Technology 

oo Casual Work Environment 

Great Benefits 
Madison, WI based high technology electronic engineering designer of real 
time single board computers. End users primarily require flexible I/O 
capacity, exceptional reliability, high speed processing capacity and 
deterministic computer response time in telecommunications applications. 
ISO-9001. These opportunities are the result of our continued growth and 
demand for our high quality products. 

Software Design Engineers 
Hardware Design Engineers 
Customer Support Engineers 
Field Applications Engineers 

Test Engineers (Hardware & Software) 

Visit our home page: http://www.artesyn.com. Submit your resume by fax: 
608-831-8844, e-mail: cphr@artesyn.com, or mail: 

Human Resources 

Artesyn Technologies 

8310 Excelsior Drive 
Madison, WI 53717 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Right in Your Back Yard



 —. GENERAL INTEREST 

Advantages of a Two-Year 

's your decision about what college to Therefore, students have better iE ES 

|e giving you a headache? Do you opportunities to meet and get to 

ave limited financial resources or a _ know their professors as well as Rei 

below average G.P.A.? If you answered yes each other. Your professor |, "Cag 

to either one of these questions, you can _ teaches your lecture, discussion , 

put your mind at rest. There are many two- and lab. At UW-Marathon f 

year colleges out there that offer an excellent College, for example, there are no : Sng a 

education at a lower cost. UW-Marathon, TA’s. Better professor-student ew wy 2 as 5 

the two-year college I attended, is one of _ interaction can give youa better SC dat a 

13 two-year UW colleges in the state.Other handle on the dreaded ae eye ; 

UW colleges are located in Baraboo/Sauk prerequisite classes such as aN a v j 32g Oe) 

County, Barron County, Fond du Lac, Fox _ physics, chemistry and calculus. Cee ba = 

Valley, Manitowoc, Marinette, Marshfield/ Also, study groups are easier to RON 5 ; 

Wood Co., Richland, Rock County, form because everyone knows on ea “f \ = 

Sheboygan, Washington County and each other. Professors learn | F°.) Pa +} - $33 .k ‘ 

Waukesha. The 13 UW colleges are spread students’ names and have more [3 — 

throughout the state and just miles away time, in general, for each SS ee oe 

from your home. A two-year UW college is individual student. This is “ et eg 

an excellent way to start your education something you miss at a bigger o ‘ B 

because it has major cost and educational university. Prior to one physics § 

advantages. exam at UW-Marathon, a friend 5 

and I were extremely frustrated 3 

Attending a two-year UW college simply and felt hopeless about the oe 3 

costs less. With rising tuition costs and material we were studying. After Tuition, time, GPA, and the anticipated end result 

more families with multiple children in endless hours of aggravation, we — gj play a role in selecting a 2 or 4 year college. 

school, many students have to finance their decided to call the professor at 

own education. This is why students need home to ask him some questions. Not only 

to be aware ofa smarter, cheaper alternative _ did our professor answer our questions, he They also offer student jobs, student 

to starting their education at a four-year ended up coming to school on a Sunday organizations, financial aid and athletic 

university. Two-year UW colleges offer afternoon to help us, too. programs to their students. Today I am 

prerequisite classes for engineers at a lower attending UW-Madison. I am very grateful 

cost. For example, the tuition cost to attend For those high school students who do not that I attended a two-year college. I had 

UW-Madison for the 1997-1998 school year have the finest G.P.A., a UW two-year the wonderful opportunity of meeting 

was $3241.90. The average tuition cost to college might be the answer. Many high — excellent professors, staff and students 

attend a two-year UW college forthe 1997- school students do not realize the without getting further in debt. I truly had 

1998 school year was $2080. This results in importance of getting good grades until it and am having a wonderful college 

tuition savings of $1161.90 per year. The _ is time to apply to a university. Ifyou think experience. 

biggest example of saving money atatwo- your dreams of attending UW-Madison or 

year college, however, comes from the fact. UW-Eau Claire are dashed because ofa poor Author Bio: Courtney Koch is a junior 

that a student can live at home for free or at high school academic record, think again. _ majoring in industrial engineering. 

very little cost. (Only two of the 13 colleges, Two-year UW colleges are very fair with 

UW-Marathon and UW-Richland, have _ their admissions. Students can attend them 

residence halls). for the first two years and, if their grades 

are sufficient, transfer to a bigger, four-year 

Another major advantage of a two-year university for additional education. 

college is the education. Because two-year 

colleges have fewer enrollments than four- Two-year colleges are excellent alternatives 

year colleges, there are less students ineach to starting your education. They offer a 

classroom. Classrooms are smaller, more variety of classes taught by extremely 

personable and more conducive to learning. knowledgeable professors at a low cost. 

EE 
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M 0 | | fl Ke We're aggressively adding talented people and new facilities as 

we continue to expand our leadership:in the marketplace. In 

é addition to ongoing career development and a.growing future, 
| N | | | | we offer ‘competitive salaries, 401k plan, pension plan and 

ss l complete benefits package. 

To learn more, send resume to: 

At Modine, we’ve become a dynamic international Modine 

leader in heat-transfer technology by attracting the Attn: Human Resources 

right people and moving their careers forward at a 1500 DeKoven Ave. 
‘ a Racine, WI 53403 rapid pace. But we do more than amply promote from Fax: 414-636-1742 

within. We also embrace non-traditional career paths, Email: recruiting@modine.com 
so self-directed, ambitious associates can*‘make full use 

of their talents and find the future that’s right for them. 

As part of this philosophy, we encourage early project 

responsibility, autonomy, creative thinking, and an open M © DD ] NJ = 
culture. 

ENCOURAGING CREATIVITY BY WELCOMING DIVERSITY. 

OPPORTUNITY & LEADERSHIP | BEYpIORE YOUR Wo 3: 
AGlobal CPS Pes stCe 2 4. 
er ee of today’s latest technologies, afd become part of @ leading- FUTURE IN \ —- 
edge effort to move client/server solutions far into the 21st century. At McHugh C7 : 
Software International, we're leading the way in warehousing and transportation ENGINEERIN > * s 
management systems, fostering an environment where professionals ake ownership 
of technological advancement and harnessing the innovatigf takes to make a G6. . 
nection among Fortune 100 clients that’s truly globaké Mayans 

‘Sa | 7 ...We’re curren PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT) 4-20 seeking engineers who OS ty PROJECTSERVICES (0 of it “> go beyond 
* Software Engineers # Seniof Software Engineers J the boundaries. 
* Product Architects {* Product Designers yd - — a , 
TECHNICALENVIRONMENT =" idee is a Nl aseelarttzswrictaties a ink Pos i <Q ’ agl r in metal component production, lanufacturing - 
. ies Ss other 4GLs 7 Drier ROB ft \ is poised to provide exceptional opportunities to newly graduated : 
PS ee SEV nvr ON Tn \ engineers. At RES, we foster an environment of growth, challengeand 

o . \ unparalleled possibilities, If you are a college senior majoring in 
WECS GROUP pcs GROUP a _ engineering, we're interested in meeting you. Engineering internships 
Software Engineers Software Architects va + offering invaluable professional experience are also available to qualified  , ss aaa : : * Object-oriented design é C, Visti8PBasiG. so tO : junior and senior students Visit our booth today and attend our 

* C/C++, Visual Basic * Oracle, 4 J Oca Re ee 
* Oracle © UNIX “8p. , : - ; ji ' * SOL © Client/Server erWette _— Career Fair ’98 « University of Wisconsin 
We offer competitive salaries, ongoing training, 401K/profit sharing, comprehensive RES offers a casual, dynamic work environment and 
benefits, casual business attire, tuition reimbursement and an attractive new office. competitive compensation featuring a full benefits 
Interested candidates should mail, fax or email a resume and cover letter with salary package that includes biannual bonus, profit sharing and 
requirements to: McHugh Software International, Attn: Human Resources - 401k. 
Dept. 217, 20700 Swenson Drive, Suite 400, Waukesha, WI 53186. Fax: , 
(414) 317-2638, email: If you’re unable to stop by our booth, please forward your 
Recruiter@mchugh.com. ~ resume to: RES Manufacturing, Attn: Sheila Schmitt, 
Visit our Web site at: Mc HvuGHs we 7801 N. 73rd Street, Milwaukee, WI 53223 
www.mchugh.com. An equal x \A or phone 800-334-8044. ell opportunity employer. SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL S uP Q sks 

. A PINNACLE AUTOMATION COMPANY We are an equal opportunity employer aS 

nn 
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Chemical Engineering 
Undergrad Research Projects 

very campus has professors and _ the project and is happy he has stayed with i 

| ree students hard at work on the project so long. “It’s good because it e 

research projects. But there are also gives you something tangible. It makes you Rae S 

many undergraduate students toiling away _ feel like you are more than just a gopher,” eS A Py 
on those projects. The duties he said. a 

undergraduates are assigned can be $ 

mundane, but they are part of a critical Junior Robin Kratoska is also working ona w 

process in research. Engineering research project. To fulfill a chemical |i rs } 

undergraduates at UW-Madison have a_ engineering elective, she joined Professor =n 

number of reasons for choosing to work _ Hill’s dairy research project. She is working 4 

on a research project as an independent on creating a synthetic alternative to an fj be | 

study course. The topics being researched enzyme found in the saliva of dairy animals J a A 

are interesting to them, research allows _ that has the potential to be an anti-oxidant tT s 

them experience outside of class and they and an anti-carcinogen. Kratoska is taking J i —/, es i 

may be able to fill elective credits with this corn oil, a substance found in hundreds of eae rt 4 ® / 
independent study. foods, and reacting it to make an isomer : > hi sae | 

that is identical to the enzyme in dairy § Pegs fc a | 

Chemical engineering major Peter animal’s saliva. Vy ae 

Heinzelman is working with Professor BS: 

Murphy on an ongoing biotechnology The end result would be to be able to take = 

project. Heinzelman, a junior, is working with a common ingredient in most foods and 7 8 

beta ammeloid, a peptide found in the human _ have it contain something identical to the bg a FA 

brain. A major factor of brain degradation natural enzyme. Previous literature has i 3 

in people afflicted with Down’s syndrome _ shown that this particular isomer reduces — 

and Alzheimer’s disease is the aggregation _ breast cancer in mice, and it would benefit Peter Heinzelman, is working on 

of this peptide when it becomes toxic. everyone if this anti-carcinogen could be research with Prof. Murphy that could 
put in food. Other students in Hill’s help people with Alzheimer’s disease. 

There are two general experiments that the _ laboratory are working on different common 

project is currently focusing on. One isa ingredients in food, such as butter. After Zwitter finished writing the actual 

light scattering experiment that tells the program, most of his time was spent waiting 

researchers the shape of the aggregation. Kratoska chose an independent study to for results to come back from the computer. 

This information is useful because it tells fulfill an elective as well as to alsoseehow _ In order to perfect the model, he has to run 

them what shapes are toxic. The other a research project is run. “This gave mea __ trials with different fluid properties and 

experiment involves using the results ofthe different view of a lab from labs in the — initial conditions. The end result of this 

light scattering experiment. The researchers workplace,” said Kratoska. project will be to predict the relationship 

take the peptides of certain shapes and between viscosity and sheer rate. 
combine them with the beta ammeloid taken Senior and chemical engineering major Zack 

from the adrenal glands of rats. A color Zwitter is working with Professor Zwitter became interested in independent 

change test tells the researchers ifthe cells Wedgewood on adapting Lodge’s research because he wanted to work with 

are living or dead. theoretical model of molecule movement computer modeling, and his classes didn’t 

between two planes. His adaptation tries offer much experience. “It seemed like I 

“Hopefully, if we can understand how the _ to predict the properties ofa polymer flow, would enjoy it more than just another 

beta ammeloids aggregate and what the including how viscosity changes as a_ chemical engineering class. The one-on- 

connection between the morphology and function of sheer rates and time. Industry one with the professor is a lot of fun and 

toxicity, we think it would be a very canuse this type of model to predict howa__ I’ve learned a lot,” he said. 

important mechanism to understanding fluid will behave when it is in a certain type 

Alzheimer’s and what goes into causing the _ of plastic bottle or when it comes through Author Bio: Robin Gigot is a senior 

condition,” said Heinzelman. He has anozzle. majoring in journalism and political 
worked on the process for three and a half science. 

semesters. He is excited to be working on 
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ON CAMPUS ta 

as there been a period in 
the past where there has 

been a similar level of ex- 
citement surrounding the job 

market for engineers and how 
has the wave [of the job market] 

moved through time? 

The engineering job market has always 

been cyclical. Since I’ve been here as di- 

rector over the past 11 years, I’ve not seen 

anything as intense as we’ve seen during 

this past year. I’m told there were in previ- 

ous decades huge hiring drives by compa- 

nies like General Motors, Boeing, 

Westinghouse, General Electric and IBM, 

providing multiple offers to many gradu- 

ates. 

I would say that over the past decade none 

of us in engineering career services offices 

around the country has seen anything quite 

like this market — in particular, the drive 

for computer engineering students and 

computer sciences students. Students in 

any engineering discipline who have out- 

g standing computer skills are often very mar- 

8 ketable. It’s been really intense 
z interest...especially for programmers. 

oO 

2 Do you ever have the sense that 

| ne g you’re competing against other 

e ee a universities? 
be — 5 Definitely! We know that it’s a competitive 

4 . (oS & ‘ | er process and the best companies all over 

a an 4 the country have a lot of choices about 
q a _ e " where they recruit. It’s our goal to be on 

| vd is Se their “key school” list, which generally 

L 3 . a ae } means that they have a relationship with 

ce F the College that includes more than recruit- 

we > Ps ing — often research and scholarship part- 
» — . — j nerships. Employers select our College 

> ae for on-campus recruiting for two main rea- 

: sons. First is the quality of the faculty and 

engineering educational program which is 

reflected in the engineering education our 

graduates receive. The second reason, 

: based on extensive feedback, is related to 

oe the number and quality of services we pro- 

, REY % vide to welcome and assist them during 

sn their campus visit. We offer recruiters 

— , many “hospitality” services such as park- 
I ing permits, morning coffee, maps, restau- 

San d ra Arn n 3 D I rector, rant and hotel recommendations, contacts 

Engineering Career Services with student groups, faculty and adminis- 
trators. Little things mean a lot in this busi- 

ness. 
Interview by Atul Khosla and John Marmet 

August 5, 3:30-Spm, www.engr.wisc.edu/services/ecs 
Eee 
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Over the past 5 years, many companies have _ sultants, have worked since last fall to de- Has anyone ever done a telecon- 

greatly reduced the number of schools they _ velop an on-line web resume service forus ference interview? 

visit. They sometimes find that recruiting which will be offered to students this fall Yes, there have been a few. We purchased 

in their immediate geographic area yields _ for the first time. equipment and service capability through 

the greatest number of hires. But we cer- Viewnet, alocal teleconference company. 

tainly have a very broad cross-section of I can’t say that it (or any computer sys- We've had it available for several years 

employers throughout the country and tem!) will be perfect or without any prob- now, but we don’t do intense marketing. 

now throughout the world. lems. But it is a vastly improved system for We’ve probably had fewer than five re- 

our students and employers. We survived quests from employers over the last few 

There is a ranking for Coop/in- avery rough ride with acommercial system year. We have the technology to do it, if 

ternship programs. What is this that failed last fall semester. We are grate- any company requests this service. It is a 

program ranked? ful to have our new customized web-based valuable tool for some international employ- 

I’m not certain what ranking you are citing. software up and running! ers who wish to minimize recruiting travel 

Our cooperative education program is not expenses. A recent national study of col- 

specifically ABET aooredited This has not We will also, for the first time, be providing Jege students’ assessment of recruiting 

been any problem, as evidenced by our very OUF employers access to on-line resumes. practices indicated that students much pre- 

large recruiting program. A strong compo- We have many, employers, even very high- fer a face-to-face interview over a video in- 

nent of an ABET accredited coop program tech companies, who have requested both  terview. Most employers tell me that they 

requires that students work the “strictly the traditional hard copy and web access want to meet candidates face to face in an 

alternating” coop assignment schedule of TeSumes. We will continue to offer both interview. Sometimes teleconference in- 

academic semesters and work periods. Our STVICCS, but we are encouraging employ- _ terviews can be used as a screening tool 

innovative, more flexible program which ¢TS to move to the web. We know that com- prior to on campus interviews. 

allows students to work during “back to Puter technology is going to make possible 

back” terms (adding a summer to a spring ™4?Y things for us In the future that we Are there any indicators that stu- 

or fall semester) has been extremely popu- can’t even imagine right now. But certainly dents can follow to try to give 

lar among employers and has enhanced 4M automated interview signup system IS them a sense of the job market? 
both our employer and student participant under discussion. In doing exit surveys tyre are both external and internal indica- 
bases. The important fact is that, of course, with our users each Spring, students have tors. Reviewing our on campus recruiting, 

all of our engineering departments are preferred our current sign up:system 0 a hiring and salary statistics for the most re- 

ABET accredited. computerized bidding system or lottery. cent graduating class is one suggestion. 
However as we gain access to more so- Reading Business Week & The Wall Street 

What are your feelings towards phisticated computer technology, itis in- f inal provides access to a great deal of 

electronic resumes, the websites suitable that we will find a workable alter- je srmation on the economy and job mar- 

that offer to circulate resumes, native. ket. When the stock market takes a tumble 

and do many students find oppor- No matter how many computerized services like it did this past week, these resources 

tunities that way? we provide and how many things the new will extensively analyze and project its prob- 

It’s hard for us to get a grasp on the actual millenium brings in technology, there are able effect onthe job market. 
numbers. I think that last year, when we did always going to be some things that com- 

our exit surveys, we had four or five gradu- iets cart do. That Race a hes ae Boivin oe Development Manager, 

ates who said that they’d found their jobs — welcoming person with a smile at the front Tanda Gems selways goed internal re 
on the internet. That’s one of the big shifts desk to greet employers and students. source. She serves all employers schedul- 

that I’ve seen here over the last 10 years— There is always someone here to sit down "8 07 CAMPUS RNAI an reports AE 

the utilization of technology —in trying to with a student who’s had one too many all S0:ePout interview topmsiare booked 

market our students and provide informa- — yejection letters. Students can get pretty every day in October and well ints Novem: 

tion to both students and employers. We depressed about that. Susan Piacenza and ber. Each day will provide 350— oe inter: 
tell students considering resume websites | hold masters degrees in counseling pro- Y/° opportunities for co-ops, interns and 
to use good judgment about how much grams, While that’s not our primary focus, graduating students at all degree levels. 

personal information they disclose. You’re jf students who need help with serious . 

representing yourself to the universe at personal problems affecting their job The Sact'that 66 tany Companies Wanted 

large, and you don’t know who may review searches — we’re here to provide it or to to attend Career Connection 38 thet ECS & 

your information. We certainly encourage make the best referral. We also help stu- POLYGON decided toadd a4 day tetaaing 

students to use many pathways beyond dents make decisions in comparing offers" *” additional.60 employers is another 

our office during their job search. from more than one employer. We have sub-  ‘<" Boge midienior ot the shengit of the 
stantial feedback from students indicating job marker Alutint plana Manager 

What are some of the future plans that the workshops and individual appoint- Kathy Prem 18 working closely as protes: 
: i . 2 sional liaison with Career Connection Stu- 

of this office? ments we provide are highly valued ser- 4. Go-Chairs Kari Fischer (IE) and And 

Gene Masters and David Minor, who are vices, especially on a campus of this size ent Co“ nairs San Nise or ( yandandy 
: . Lamer (ME) to manage this huge event 

our College of Engineering computer con- which will bring nearly 200 employers to 

i 
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Sandra Arnn (continued) 
campus on September 15, 16, 17 & 18. Stu- Comments about UW-Madison 
dents can ask these employers directly . . 
about their hiring projections for the com- College of Engineering students 
ing year! 

When was the [ECS] office estab- Finding and developing a few very bright and energetic 
lished and what type of empha- construction engineers is critical to Graycor’s long term 
sis does the college place on this growth and prosperity. Because we have found the University 
office alone, as opposed to indi- | of Wisconsin’s construction program to be one of the best in 
vidual academic departments? | the Midwest and because of its graduates have proven so How large a role do you see ECS successful with us, we have been very happy to consider UW- 
pee INTES SUECESS OHSU Madison a partner in this effort 
ege? : . : 
The office was established more than 40 - Matt Gray, Vice President, Graycor 
years ago. The director who preceded me 

was Professor Jim Marks who held this Dorgan Associates is proud to say that we have had great 
position for 31 years until 1987 when I was success recruiting students through UW-Madison’s co-op 
appointed. So, Lam just beginning my 12th) pragram. Our company maintains at least one student co-op 
year in this position and my 16" year in the a 
College. It probably won't surprise you employee at all times and currently have two on staff. The 
that as director of the office, I see ECS UW-Madison co-op program has been a great source for 
playing a very large role in the success of talented, self-motivated individuals looking for an opportunity 
the college. Education for the sake of learn- to excell professionally. 
ing has always been important and it con- - Ryan Meinholz, Dorgan Associates 
tinues to be important. But, I can tell you 

for sure that educational institutions and . . . 
programs which cannot provide direct link- We recruit at UW because myself and our president, Mike 
age between a student’s academic prepa- Schultz, are alumni. We have had excellent students work 
ration and his or her place in the world of for us and hope to continue fo many years to come. 
work are experiencing very serious prob- - Eric Neuhauser, CGC Inc. 
lems. ECS has always received excellent 

support from College of Engineering admin- 

istration and faculty. 

Following up with our graduates regarding which in turn, helps bring the best em- 
Some schools are now guaranteeing em- their destinations after they finish their ployers and the best students to the col- 
ployment of their students by publicizing education at the College will become in- lege. An increasing number of important 
that ifa student graduates from their col- creasingly critical. It is already a process in _ national surveys are focusing on place- 
lege or university and hasn’t found a job, which our ECS staff invests a lot of time ment and salary data. 
he or she can come back and do coursework and resources. We try early on, to talk with 
free of charge and receive career counsel- _ students about remembering when they fin- What are your feelings towards 
ing until employable in the field of study. ish up, not just to “take the money and placement and salary data? 
We haven’t had to do that, but this prac- run,” but to please let us know because we This data should certainly be viewed as in- 
tice indicates a real shift in priorities. This work hard year round to try to make these dicators, but it is important is to be sure 
is true not only in engineering, but also in opportunities possible and it’s really im- that uniform survey methodology is used 
liberal arts. Parents are intensely interested portant for ECS and the College to know at every school, because there are a lot of 
in the employability of their children, re- what happens to our graduates. semantics involved in this! Some schools 
gardless of their college degrees! consider students “placed” when they are 

; Our role is essential because many observ- either going to graduate school or “have 
Successful employment or graduate school ers, both inside and outside academia, accepted jobs.” Some remove the numbers 

acceptance will be very important indica- would say the largest part of the success of all foreign national students before pro- tors in the outcomes driven method of ac- ofan engineering college will ultimately be viding their data because the employment 
creditation that the college will be under- judged by the satisfaction of industry and ate of foreign national students is very lim- 
going for the “ABET 2000 Review,” which governmental agencies and educational ited when they do not have work authori- is conducted by the Accreditation Board institutions which employ our graduates. zation in the US. This step can radically 
for Engineering and Technology. So we’re trying to provide as many services skew statistics, What happens is that 50 

as possible to facilitate the best matches — gchgols may be surveyed, using 20 differ- 
between both students and employers — ent data gathering methods. I feel strongly 
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that there should be an agreed upon and_ The salaries earned by our co-op and in- [I’ve often heard that a PhD stu- 
somehow “observable” method for survey- tern students are about 80% of entry level dent will have more difficulty in 

ing schools. The economic climate, of engineering students salaries. I know stu- finding a position outside of 
course, has huge impact on these figures. dents in just about every other field who academia, than an MS student 

“ = A 4 7 - say, “I had to fight like crazy just to get an Do you find that to be the case? 

The College also relies on us to assist in internship as a volunteer, but I was not The tiiarket for PhD’s in many disciplines ig 

the recruitment of students to the College compensated in any way financially.” So it euRently «Gone. However a eon 
through outreach to middle school and high _ is a big plus that our students can finance rings ie ve en lo ers - ina period 

school students. Providing resources and a large portion of their college education Oi sheonulanonl ae comnts , iii 

speakers for the annual “Expanding Your expenses through these programs. The seemed to be the case in sat ars was 

Horizons” conferences is an example ofan program’s popularity has grown dramati- thariianyemolavers bite raetore jeval 

effort to attract 7th and 8th grade girls to cally from 80 -100 placements annually in students ” reine Hey WERE TROT 

engineering. 1985 to 800 placements during the past aca- re . y ying 
8 5 A . . avoid the higher price tag of a PhD and 

demic year. Cooperative Education and . 
. . Lay. recognized that MS students can do a num- 

ECS plays an important role in the reten- Internship Director John Archambault re- ber of things beyond the capability of most 

tion of students through opportunities in ports nearly 1,000 students registered last BS level Seas These hiring sends 

our rapidly growing Cooperative Education year. largely depend upon the econioniy.and the 

and Internship Program. If students are : s when Ph 
v 4 A : job market. There are years when PhD re- 

ery engaged in their educations and are. Do you handle graduate school cruiting is very successful and many of our 
avi i hich icati i i : ; : : nang operenes uc ,fealy applcations through this ofce yredcndiasndns ugh he P ee d ohh ki and assist students in that? on campus interviewing process. Other 
ro-active students are seeking coopera- \{o, we don’t assist in the application pro- : 4 5 

. : di hi ibiliti Pp’ P years during a recession period they have 
tive education and internship Possibi Iles. Gegg. However, some of the career advis- had to be more creative in their job 

There are some schools that don’t offer ing offered here is directed at students ex- searches. 
them, so this is another big plus for the pioring whether to go to graduate school 
College of Engineering. or whether to seek employment. ECS As- i i ploy! ‘ For more information contact 

sistant Director Susan Piacenza provides Engj ; ; : . ‘ ngineering Career Services 
Our services to industry also help provide excellent assistance for exploring this deci- 9 9 
a link to research funding for faculty.Com- gion through individual appointments. 

panies know that faculty prepare students Certainly we consider graduate school a 
to go out into industry and government very important destination for many of our 
agencies and many of them support re- students and we often recommend that as 
search important to the success of their 4 best course. When the job market is out- me OS 
industries. We are an important link for  ctandingly good, some students decide to bos ® 
fund raising for the college through the UW gee employment prior to applying for $e) Pf oo i 

Foundation. We frequently are asked to graduate school. bre ~ 

provide data on how many BS, MS or PhD INFORMATION PATHWAYS TO THE FUTURE 
graduates [have been hired by] a particular “Persoft, Inc. is a leader in communications 
company during the 5 years prior to their B 4 stays with eA atin of one tt 
fund raising visits. In addition to the whole py OD connectivity software. We develop 32-bit 

- 4 Windows connectivity applications using Visual array of services we provide to students C++/MBC and Java-based applets as tat Se ace 

and employers, the front desk is often a Internet development. Using. state-of-the-art 

visitor information desk. We have many WE SPECIALIZE IN: Panacea 
many people wander into this office for the Cimon Cor ‘Calendars aes engineers, we’re known for our lack of 

frst time because they are looking for fac- || scene fone Bas a apa ek 
ulty or programs in the building. Our front Mena OPS cs DEBBURIE smoking work environment. We are looking for 
desk lead receptionist, Mischelle Manz of- Color Copies Transparencies talented, dedicated and lone cults People 

fers a welcoming smile and helpful infor- eee ee ord ioe ABS or MS in Computer Science, Electrical 
mation for our customers and visitors. Dean to choose from: Engineering, ora related fle is Fequised. 

. : ~bil iIndows ‘uSIn{ ” 
Bollinger has remarked that our office is a HOURS Visual C++, a COM. Object-oriented 
“window” to the College and often the Monday-Thursday 7:30-9:00 design experience using C++ ann ae 

‘ we. tiday 7:30-7:00 ramming experience usin; fava an 

point of first contact for visitors. Saturday 10:00-5:00 related Internet technologies. InstallShield, 
Sunday 2:00-5:00 Visual Basic or related setup/install 

programming experience. Familiarity with 
Have students from the College Free Pick-Up and Delivery IBM emulation would be a plus. 
of Engineering gone outside the If you have the background:that.would fit our 

wok . . development team, please -sénd your resuine: 
traditional engineering intern- 251-2936 Sofware Engines ew, lng ays c 
ships and how have they per- FAX # 608-251-4279 Pe eae. ar aeeaa se 

in th i i ? 1314 West Johnson Street S gG) wwwafersoft.com” formed ose situations {in Randall Towen GO| egal oppbronty cer : 

Nee 
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The World Beyond the University 
huge door of opportunity is actually happened to an engineer inhis mid- | What was in this personal file? A large 

A opening today. You feel it fifties who, for protection of privacy, will portion of it was review sheets. He received 

happening all over again: the joy, be called Joseph Smith. very high ratings in job performance. They 

the excitement, the hope and the anxiety. were not disappointed with his work. 

But this time you feel a sharp twinge of Huge layoffs can happen for a number of However, there was a pile of smaller notes, 

sorrow and the promise for a brighter future reasons, but mergers seem to be a major all written in the past four years, with 

as you drive to campus. You watch your contributor. Between 1979 and 1995, 43 negative comments. 

son unpack, wide eyed and anxious to meet —_ million jobs were eliminated in the U.S. 18.5 

any new face that goes past the door of the _ million of those were white-collar jobs with What does this all matter? According to 

little room he will now be calling home. You _ the majority of them lost in the early 1990s. _ my source, it actually does affect your job. 

know he’s thinking about who he will meet, More specifically, between 1993 and 1996, “It has a hell of a lot to do with whether 

where he will go and all of the new trouble more than four million people over the age you get promoted or not... because most 

he might find. You can’t help but wonder of 20 with at least three years tenure lost bosses don’t understand what you’re 

what he will learn and who he will become. _ their jobs. Overall, 12% of the jobs in large _ doing technically.” 

corporations were eliminated in 1993. Of 

You see your son offand drive home. Then course, there were new jobs created, but Pension and other Money Issues 

you go to work and greet your fellow co- where does that leave the people who lose An option that many of us see is for those 

workers. One of them seems edgy. Youask theirs? Joseph Smith explained it this way: layed off people to retire. Is this realistic? 

him what is wrong, and he says he isn’t That depends. Generally, pensions 

sure. Something is not normal. You joke, “One minute you’re making $80,000 a year, accumulate slowly until the employee has 

Maybe we’re all getting laid off!” As you the next minute you’re making nothing. about 25 years of service. So if you have 

approach your office, your boss walks by. And what’s more, you have nothing todo. not worked for them for 25 years, this may 

_ All of a sudden, all of those projects that not be a feasible option. Also money 

a you worked on and all of those plans that typically doubles every seven years. 

rd] you had downstream are wiped out inone Where will that leave you at age 62? 

a nod. Gone... There was no explanation. 

4 4 They wouldn’t give you an explanation. Smith said, “The expectation is that when 

- : e Pad mf You weren’t laid off because you weren’t — the kids have left home, in the last four to 

i i rd performing... it’s just that the company _ six years before I retire, I’ll be able to set 

epee — needed to get rid of some people and your some money away and I’ll be set. Then I 

: name came out of a hat. But if you tried to _ got laid off in my mid-fifties. What are the 

sue them, they hada personal file on you... social ramifications if they do that across 

_ the country? Who is going to take care of 

2 — : them when they are in their 70s and 80s 

and don’t have any money left?” He 

You greet him, and he asks you if you have {a suggested someting 1% ae us wh hic 

a minute to talk. As you go into his office, Just an ed ° is “ee a oe vals 

he shuts the door and hands you a binder |B on ff ae nee ne BANG, Uw aNe: Your 
% a] Re Scand yf money. 

and several envelopes. He says, “As of Co awe, | 
right now, you no longer work for us. Here —— i. —— 7, 
is your severance package, and there is a — ee e a a 

meeting this afternoon at the outsourcing ee tt 

plant. every time I parked my car backward... i 
. forgot my pass...” b 

What is in the severance package? Not \ i, 

much. One week’s pay for every year you what could he do? After analyzing the , \ / 
spent working there. If you sue, you get situation and finding a lawyer who was ie 

nothing. The agreement says you have a willing to take the case, he decided to try to | 
certain number of days to sign, but their get on with his life. It was not that they y 

math is offand you have less than a month. didn’t have probable cause or enough | 

In a short time, you have to decide if you information, it was that the company had 
can put a case together against them. This the personal file that could discredit him. | When layed off after many years with 
story is becoming common among older, Could he have won? No. Someone else tried fhe same company, interviewing for a 
white-collar workers. This particular story and Jost. job becomes a whole new ballgame. 
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Why the Engineers? dealt with now. For us, this means more job satisfaction when you can’t pay the 

“For the company I worked for it was,‘Who and career changes as well as more electricity bill and your car is always 

can we do without? opportunities for us in the future. breaking down. You can laugh at it for a 

while, but eventually it gets to be a real 

Engineers are typically ina position ofalot | Smith said, “The companies don’t owe you _ problem.” 

of knowledge and not a lot of power. The a career. In the past there was an 

managers do not understand the technical understanding. I don’t think that what has Smith had some final advice for students. 

issues that the engineers deal with. happened is necessarily bad. It’s just that “I strongly identified with my job, and I 

Consequently, they do not always feel that my expectations when I went out to work think most guys do. The job is what they 

the engineers are doing a beneficial job. was based on a time frame that my father do. That’s who they are. There is a saying, 

Additionally, more engineers are entering had. The rate at which things change now To Thine Own Self Be True, and 1 don’t 

the workforce now than before, deeming _ is so fast that that era is no longer valid. think you should ever forget that. You have 

us more disposable than before simply due _ It’s gone.” to look at yourself in the mirror in the 

to the laws of supply and demand. morning and you have to be happy with 

As more and more older people go out who you are and what you do. But do not, 

looking for work, society will begin to under any circumstances, let your identity 

“One minute you're accept this, an there wt be more be tedto yeaa as nade 

. opportunities for them. So when we are can and take on new challenges, and don’t 
making $80, 000 a yeal, the looking for a new job at age 50, we will not — ever be scared you’re going to get fired. I 

next minute you're making be alone, and it will not be considered _ think in this day and age you will be fired at 
nothing. All of a sudden, all unusual. However, this all could change some point. 

. later, too, as companies seek to hold on to 

of those projects... that you employees longer. Author Bio: Diana Zeller is a senior 
had downstream are wiped who thinks it is important to bring 

. Try to keep in mind why you are working in information about the workplace to the 
out in one nod. Gone... the first place. Joseph Smith said, “You students. 

—— want to work because you want to be 

Looking for a New Job fulfilled in what you do. I think that’s what 

When we think of someone looking for a _ really drives us all. But it’s hard to get job 

new job, we typically get a picture in our 

heads of a student or some other young — a _ _ 
person. Where does this leave the older 

interviewees? Although age discrimination 
is illegal, it is still something that exists. It ES 
cannot be eliminated unless we go to the US BRU 

confessional for interviews, the parties cS EET TT TTS 

separated by a dark screen. Even then, age PLAZA HOTEL ner Haase 
would be apparent since the older person WISCONSIN ENGINEER| 
has more work experience, earlier e ? 

graduation dates that would appear on the President Ss Award 

application and a unique social security e e 

number that is often requested for a Winning Hotel 

background check. 

e Complimentary Parking 

How does the older person who was just e Indoor Pool/ Whirlpool econehy ase 
laid off find a new job? Smith said, “You are e Plaza Cafe/Lounge 

going into an interview knowing that you ° Hair dryers, coffee makers, irons/ 

just lost a job, and you have to go in there ironing boards in all guest rooms 

and Cee ee ee thet you are the rest ° Transportation to Airport, 

are oo © you eo ms UW Campus and Monona Terrace 
ye e One block to the Kohl Center WISGONSINIENGINEER 

The Moral of the Story WISCONSIN ENGINEER| 

The only constant in life is change, and as 
the world changes, we are going to have to Howard Johnson Plaza-Hotel 

learn to flow with it. As has happened and 525 West Johnson Street 
will always happen, the world is changing Madison, WI 53703 

again, and there are effects that have to be 

608-251-5511 
a 
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ey oncoming, wake up. 
H« 11:20. You’re due 

n watch in ten minutes and 

I’m not coming back again,” the 
swing helmsman said as he 

hurriedly poked my arm and moved 

through the darkened forward ee 
crews berthing in search of other a —_ —— . “eo 

delinquent oncoming watch- _ oO ba — Sas . 

standers. It was his second visit to » ee a F . 
» - i oe 

my “rack” (a navy term for the coffin ei ff 

sized space that served as my re _ 
sleeping area). I was trying to ee ee 
squeeze as much sleep as possible 

into my six hours of free time before 5 

I headed back into the engine room is 

for another 18 hour rotation. I had 8 

been asleep for approximately four 3 

hours, recovering from a six hour A Navy submarine surfaces. 

watch followed by six hours of 

repairs to an electric motor with a 

blown bearing. [had conveniently managed faced with challenging leadership roles. nuclear electrician meant that on top of 

to shower and eat before hitting my rack, Between high school graduation and my conventional electrical work, I was to be 

so my spare ten minutes were spent using arrival at the fast-attack submarine USS certified as a nuclear reactor “electrical 

the bathroom, grabbing some coffee, and Albany (SSN 753) I spent approximately operator” and maintenance technician. 

signing into the logs as the midwatch — two years attending school for the Navy’s 

electrical operator. Life asa submarineris nuclear power program. The deal with Shortly after beginning my classwork at the 

not for those who need a regular, predictable Uncle Sam included pay incentives and Naval Nuclear Power School in Orlando, 

schedule. It’s not for those who need long accelerated rank advancement, while I Florida, I volunteered for the submarine 

hot showers and clean fresh air either. And agreed to a two year contract extension. service. The thought of serving in “the 

its certainly not a life for those with an New officers and enlisted sailors, though _ silent service” had appealed to me for 

aversion to battery acid and engine grease, different in rank, arrive at their first several reasons. I had seen and 

working until the job is done and fighting submarine for sea duty imniediately experienced the brash attitudes displayed 

the occasional fire. burdened with new and sometimes peculiar by my submariner instructors in the 

responsibilities. presence of regular surface sailors. For a 

Intending to eventually use the GI Bill to reason at that time mysterious to me, they 

pay for college, I had joined the Navy The Navy’s academically oriented nuclear appeared to have more experiences to be 

shortly after graduating high school. My power program appealed to my engineering proud of. Becoming a crewmember on a 

route to an engineering degree started a bit _ interests, and I soon found myself learning submarine seemed both more challenging 

differently from what most military and Carnot engine cycles, electric circuit theory and dangerous than working on a surface 

civilian engineers experience. Many and reactor power physics. My first true ship. I had seen the standard World War II 

choose a path that takes them to college assignment was to learn the trade ofa Naval submarine movies: Destination Tokyo, 

first, an ensuing commission as an officer, _ Electrician’s Mate - the shipboard electrical Operation Petticoat; the unpredictable 

and a career front-loaded with a bit more _ expert. I was trained heavilyinAC/DC motor and perilous life of a submariner was 

authority than an enlisted person. Enlisted and generator theory and repair, digital attractive to my eighteen-year-old curiosity. 

sailors, such as myself, are often fresh out circuit analysis and troubleshooting and Too naive to realize there was probably a 

of high school but soon find themselves _ repair techniques. Being designated as a good reason why submariners earned larger 
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paychecks than other sailors, | was on aA submarine fire is a deadly situation that did not belong there, an oily steel giant 

path that would lead me to the USS Albany requires immediate and certain response. floating among the chunks of bluish ice. 

for a four year tour asa nuclear electrician. With limited air for breathing, a submarine 

must surface in the event of a major Working inside our colossal machine 
Arriving at my first command, having uncontrolled fire. Surfacing allows the provided practical engineering experience 

recently graduated from a nuclear submarine to exchange air and ventilate the beyond any of my initial expectations. In 

prototype simulation unit in upstate New ship. However, when a submarine is under _ hindsight, it was unquestionably a pivotal 

York, was a jolting experience. All new the polar ice cap or under attack by an moment in determining the depth of my 

sailors are tagged with the nickname “Nub” enemy ship, surfacing may not bea feasible _ interest in engineering and the sciences, 

(Non Useful Body) until they are certified _ option. Therefore, the fire fighting training and how they can relate to human 

to stand a watch and thus able to support and certification each sailor experiences is achievement. The mix of differing 

the daily progression of operations and _ taken very seriously. Responses to fires or _ personalities, skill levels, and job demands 

maintenance. Nubs are expected to “hot steam line ruptures must be immediate and created a extraordinary experience I will 

rack” while the ship is at sea - there are not _ certain - there is no time to deliberate what likely never duplicate. My naval service 

enough racks for everyone to have their should be done when a steel shell under eventually came to an end, and within days 

own. This dreadful routine involves two _ the ocean is quickly filling with virulent of leaving the USS Albany I was an older- 

nubs rotating their sleep and work time so fumes and deathly heat. than-average freshman squirming through 

that while one is working, the other is Physics 201. My route thus far in search of 

sleeping. Due to the heavy maintenance Slowly, over a period of 18 months or so, a career as a professional engineer has 

and operational demands, the rack usually was transformed into a fully qualified certainly been a bit longer and meandering 

ends up empty regardless of a well planned watchstander and found myself in than the average undergrad. Distinct 

sleeping schedule. positions of responsibility and gradually among my professional desires is to again 

assembled leadership. I was placed in find an environment and occupation as 

Fast attack submarines are not built with charge of repair and maintenance jobs of challenging and rewarding as that ofa U.S. 

comfort in mind. In the design phase of increasing importance and was assigned Naval submariner. 

building a new fleet of submarines, highest other electricians to work under my 

priority is given to engines and weapons. supervision. I stood watch in the reactor’s Author Bio: Dave Handley is a senior 

People comforts are not high on the list. It control room, operating various portions _ in Industrial Engineering and currently 
is not uncommon to be assigned a rack that of the propulsion and electrical power plant. 0 co-op at Alcoa. 

has a large hydraulic pipe running right 

where your knees should be. Nubs are not I participated in three 

permitted to watch movies, play cards, or extended deployments 

otherwise enjoy themselves. Their off while an Albany crew : J. F. AHERN Co. 

watch time is consumed with learning the member. Long periods of 

duties and responsibilities of their future time spent submerged on Assistant Project Managers 

watchstations. Every aspect of the physical _ patrol were rewarded with | J. F. Ahern Co.,a leading fire protection and mechanical contractor 
makeup of the boat must be understood - trips to France, Italy, locdies v Fond du Lat, Wisconsin, ‘has, openings tor Assistant 
from general operations to mechanical Scotland and England. one ormore construction projects, Typical autiesincladen on 

design. Because I was an electrician,I was The old sales pitch “Join 

expected to learn every detail of the the Navy and see the ° Assist in. initial booking of project and project 
electrical distribution system and its world!” turned out to be © Involvement in major equipment and subcontractor 

operation. a valid claim, at least in purchase negotiations. . , 
my case. The majority of e peace ee ae coordinating purchase with 

The pinnacle of a junior submariner’s career _ our time at sea was spent e _ Assist in estimates to be prepared for change orders 

is the awarding of their “Dolphins,” or in the North Atlantic e Possible drawing and detailing if project engineer is not 
i oe ‘ 2 assigned to project. 

submarine warfare insignia. They conducting training 

symbolize a thorough understanding of operations, sometimes J] J. F. Ahern Co. consistently ranks among the top three mechanical 

submarine construction and operation, with the Navies of aly | EMRE I, WENO R LAD thf UMBING HEATING 
reliability under stress, and their shipmate’s nations. At one point in | PIPING magazines, J. F. Ahern Co. is among the largest overall 

confidence in their ability to perform reliably time, we surfaced in a_ | mechanical engineering firms in the country. 

when things get ugly. Ugly situations can _ small “lake” surrounded The J. F. Ahern Co. offers competitive wages, excellent benefits, 
consist of fires, flooding, steam line by ice and I had the J] and future career growth. If you are interested in joining our 

ruptures, or radioactive spills. Submariners opportunity to go topside congrugnon team, please call 1-800-532-0155 or submit your 
train incessantly for such situations, and witness the pureness , J. F. Ahern Co. 

instilling a second-nature type of of the Arctic. The most Human Resources Department 

confidence into each sailor’s abilities during enduring memory of that F oe 2 Stas Wi eios 5 

times of adversity. occasion Is the feeling of Visit us at Career Connection on Wednesday, September 16, 1998 

vrisineceaitenment-we An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer 

fi 
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ON CAMPUS 

continued from page 11 
: Day 8: 

didn’t fix the problem. It took another hour — Ran the endurance event. refreshingly 

and a brake fluid bath for some team uneventful except for Jamie Pitterle als | 
members and the problem was fixed well (driver) and Amanda Pertzborn (co- DESTINATION ...SUCCESS 
enough. We took second place. Later we driver) almost dying from boredom ‘ 4 a 
realized someone had forgotten to connect driving 4.5 hours, 166 miles around a ae Scrizsrew Deep Soe cas . : * 27, Dsents a mountain o all the vacuum lines to the heater controls 1.8 mile track on 2 gallons of fuel. Oh, E-/4 opportunities forindividu- 
leaving no vacuum for the power brake we won that too. (83 MPG!) r o als 9 wolasicompatics, 

jooster, whoops: PAE expanded horizons for its 
Then we ran the autocross, a small race DB a7 ei nua oe enne 

Then we went to do skidpad testing. For reat ; " B ttering cveryomrartanity \ #0 SIQD 8. around cones, it rained the whole time. lal offering every opportunity 
the skidpad, you drive the car around a tight The Alumium Cow posted the fastest P74 to grow, learn, and explore : : : . tis h ew areas. As you begi circle to test handling and grip. Our car time, beating out even the stock Soar Pe ? sai caret with Black 8 
handled pretty well until we blew outadrive version of the Taurus and a Police Car Veatch, the challenges are . : abundant, and so are th axle. We found a new one 15 miles away at ; SOSBAUnIiSSTOrOHeSBS 
a place that was closing in 30 minutes. Have pay9; i 

or driven through a Detroit rush Med (le Quality peoplehavehelped 
you ever driven through a Detroit rush — Awards Ceremony. We’d love to have Eaay Black & Veatch become 
hour in a Suburban? Advisor Glenn Bower — driven the car away but the alternator ; one of the world leaders in vee Aha eoneebies eae / : : the engineering and con- 
has. We put it in fast enough to make any — didn’t work and the battery went dead. : struction industry. Since 
pit crew proud, then we took first in this Who cares? We won! & 1915, we have completed 
— ‘ _ . . more than 30,000 projects 
event. Started back to Madison with 3 spare BLACK & VEATCH. worldwide tor6, 100clients oe INFRASTRUCTURE in the power, infrastruc- 

trailer tires. POWER * PROCESS __ ture,and process markets, 
Day4: 0 ; -submitted by the FutureCar Team 
Computer for the acceleration event, Send resume to College Recruiting Coordinator 
but we took second anyway. 12V car Black & Veatch, P.O. Box 8405 ul we took second anyway. 12V car 4998 FutureCar Challenge ecu MO Gait 
battery is dead again — Wonder if the Awards: 
pelea cts “eye . An equal opportunity employer M/F/D/V. Please visit us 
alternator is working??? at www.bv.com for additional job opportunities. We use 

current scanning technology. Please submit your resume 
a in standard format. 

Day 5: First Place Overall 
Display all day at the Detroit Grand Prix, Best Teamwork 

then went to Ann Arbor for emissions Best Use of - 

testing. About 11:00pm, the gearbox Advanced 

connecting the electric motor and diesel : 

engine broke. The Suburban had to go back Materials. Ke v Kk e 
to the hotel, about 40 miles away, so three Innovations in Ma Yor ra v 
team members were left stranded in the A/uminium. 

Environment Protecti yency’s parking ivi I nviron: Protection Agency’s parking Lowest Driving is . nat ina 
lot with the trailer, Aluminum Cow and junk Losses Kur se wo realize tong one with 8 

+ ates: col 4\\ com 
food. They pulled out the broken Assocs like these and Skill OOF gordinatY 

Best Over-the- Ue momen ren talent eg make XN" ege 
components and patched the car together es e je —— We of good toes we oft iferenc® 

. . Lege e Thal ke 
by 3am, at which time two attempted Road Fuel a @ i Sung HAPPEN une8 Mon, eA 

‘ x ¥ é a ee ol ol 0! " 
catching some zzz’s in the trailer whileone Ee@onom y (ee : | P| ieee a tae ove 
got the back seat of the car. It was about 50 Vee 4 pene eering work 2 . 

degrees outside. Fe j vo me Lowe satist Ne cong goriet®® 
If you would anh Pm sea| psa gods spec Kut Sa wor 

. . aa 4g industry aroun ent 
J) duc} ns 2 age 

nthe like find out EY ioe Sorte ty 
Wake up at sunrise, get the car in testing, more or be * gs bainsrgves and exper gaaere”™ 
Fn + : ogi . . z Lie rec) a 
finish mid-pack in emissions testing. Go jnvolved with i Yenowledg® °° «you osc aril a sti * ai Se eee of i back to the pits, pull the entire powertrain The UW / gn the SU00885 9 eg iO WE 

(engine, transmission, electric motor) icant impact ON ulin OE pave anes 
? = igniter an eet’ jours: > FutureCar aputions wil ae ror so ces anne” will be Y 

ont ized TaN ou wit King th" 
Team, contact Yer ceceve SPE and ONES ar tO mal ufos Sen 

Day7: our Team su0 OTe YEr esponsiy auenainee Gu career Cont 
a . : Howeve aneet Mecha ea dont miss se you! Fixed gearbox, reinstalled engine. Carruns Leader, Mike spatial ENT skill EME guen sure 

: . : ' as nal 
again. Removed tire from car prominently Koplin at \ vou 208 Tg a ‘a math jmon-co™ ‘ 

: ‘ ‘ , er. 
displaying our stolen mascot — left ransom dkoplin @students.wisc.edk EnsGeptember | uw REST crsity EMT 

* "3 > madkoplin@si nts.wisc.edu \u‘ 
request — “One tire for one Cow! p pas 

KURT SALMON ASSOCIATES 
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magine if instead of cryptic, geeky text Windows NT crashed. Rather than a beep 

strings, your computer produced error I am the Blue Screen of Death. Or a rude error message, 

message in Haiku... No one hears your screams. These words: “File not found.” 

A file that is big? Stay the patient course Serious error. 

It might be very useful. Of little worth is your ire All shortcuts have disappeared. 

But now it is gone. The network is down Screen. Mind. Both are blank. 

The Web site you seek A crash reduces Error in Solve Block: 

cannot be located, but... your expensive computer You are in big trouble now 

many more exist. to a simple stone. and should start over... 

Chaos reigns within. Yesterday it worked ...find a manual. 

Reflect, repent, and reboot. Today it is not working Read pages one to ninety. 

Order shall return. Windows is like that Better luck next time. 

ABORTED effort: Three things are certain: Invalid Index 

Close all that you have. Death, taxes, and lost data. I’m Mathcad, King of Evil. 

You ask way too much. Guess which has occurred. Your work won’t be done! 

First snow, then silence. You step in the stream, Thought you were winning? 

This thousand dollar screen but the water has moved on. Well, cannot find solution. 

dies so beautifully. This page is not here. Please try again. Thanks :P 

With searching comes loss Out of memory. Having more problems? 

and the presence of absence: We wish to hold the whole sky, Go try a different machine, 

“My Novel” not found. But we never will. like a typewriter :) 

The Tao that is seen Having been erased, -Compiled by Victor Chen 
Is not the true Tao, until The document you’re seeking 

You bring fresh toner. Must now be retyped. 

Engineering Outreach Program: We bring the classroom to you! 
a Basie Sore Smit 

2 eal ooking to further your engineering education? | . Berrinlie cs DNVENIE IT AND AFFO RDABLE- i 

- Complete your studies through our progr: ties =. ® Take courses at home or work = is eee bee hs : idles: proug nen ne nen “pr “ "* Saye time & m joney | by eliminati f | 

‘OFF-CAMPUS CREDIT PROGRAMS (Master's Level) Tp oe, oak DUS ae ua 
ea es Ree a BST ots AA aT “Ye FORINDUSTRY | 
| ¢ Electrical & Computer Engineering (power electronics) | a nt or buy complete sen | 

*" Mechanical Engineering (contol) as 5s Tenath courses on deat | 
CERTIFICATES IN TECHNICAL JAPANESE STUDI ESI FT on-site employee trainin; | 

FOR PROFESSIONALS ae ee eee Picale ae 

PROFESSIONAL ENHANCEMENT = - more informat 
* Prepare for new responsibilities in business & industry (\ " Helene Dem 1 
* Meet professional license requirements ~ (demont@ 

__ * Keep pace with technology a te ‘ Phone: 6( 

ln eae Pam RGA Oe ala oo wee | 
a sare : : " 

See | a a Pi a) ee eas | ’ 
www.engr.wisc.edu/services/oeo 

LL 
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WHY LEAVE MADISON? FORGE 

Epic is a national leader in cutting edge software 
for healthcare...and we’re based in Madison. You AH AD WI Hi 
don’t have to leave to explore challenging 
opportunities. ay oa allel Pl 

By developing our applications or providing _ aw Nee 
technical support to our clients, you can put your 1 ia ee et yp &” 
education to work and make people’s lives better | ei OO ae fF : 

i 2 i ( & we J) tli. hal while you’re at it. : -» ™ Af arg ) 

Continue meeting high standards of excellence, in ‘Be "ty 5 ‘ : ; te, “— an environment with bright colleagues. We hire the oa I ora 
best from computer science, physics, engineering, — hie. tain 
and mathematics. , x 

Our salaries and benefits are nationally / ‘ 2 LADISH CO INC 
competitive. Check us out! Send your resume: . *9 9 

Epic Systems Corporation > // located in Cudahy, a suburb of Milwaukee, 
5301 Tokay Boulevard ost Wisconsin, LADISH CO., INC. is a leading 

Madison, Wisconsin 53711 producer of highly engineered, technically 
http://www.epicsystems.com advanced components for the jet engine, aerospace and 

general industrial markets. LADISH is one of the largest and most 
a diversified Forge Shops in the world and a market leader in 

4 manufacturing large, complex forged components. 

Conpondione LADISH takes great pride in its success driven workforce. Our 
people are experienced, customer focused, innovative, self- 
directed, committed to quality and highly trained. LADISH’S 

— —— — diversified workforce of engineers, metallurgists, designers, 
programmers, skilled forging technicians and joumeyinan craft 

~ workers stand ready to meet the challenges of the 215" Century. stig AW HAT ARE YOU DONG od pode 3 Con 
= SOON \ ; Come join us! We have needs for, but not limited to: 

ee 10 GET REAL-LIFE ES a 
FBS) *SALES ENGINEERS 

T WORH EXPERIENCE? *MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS 
*ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 

é A *DESIGNERS/DRAFTERS 

SEEM A STTa MUCUS Te *CAE MODELING ENGINEERS 
“METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS & 

GENERAC, a global leader in the design and manufacture of high- TECHNICIANS 
quality generators and industrial engines, currently has three 
manufacturing facilities in Waukesha, Eagle and Whitewater, Wisconsin. “MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 

Since 1959, we have led the way in the development, design and . 
production of new and innovative products. Consistent quality, employee Look FOR US ON 4998 \'7 addition to the challenges, personal dedication and customer satisfaction have created Generac’s solid canpus INTHE FHL, satisfaction and growth that our reputation for innovation and performance around the world. AND SPRING Ns! employees enjoy, we provide a . , RECRUITING SEASO comprehensive salary and benefits Generac believes that quality begins with our people. To support and package that includes health insurance, 
encourage this ideal, we are currently looking for interns in the areas of: vacation & holiday pay, pension, 401(k), tuition 

i Fi 5 : 5 5 assistance, and profit sharing, to name a few. Please send your 
LoL A esa resume to: Human Resources, 

P.O. Box 8902 
To become an intricate member of the Generac team, please contact your dahy, Wi in 53110-8902 
Career Services Office or send/fax your resume to Generac, P.O. Box Cae Y, mIsconsin 8 
1611, Waukesha, WI 53187. Fax: (414)544-1241. EOE Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/D 

www.generac.com To learn more about LADISH CO., INC., 
visit our web site at: www.ladishco.com eee) 
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Power/mation KNOWLEDGE. 

Nae UO Rese RUL(O\ SS 

NotHING Less THAN THE FULL POWER Or This InpustRY. 

® 

Power/mation division, inc.°is a SINGLE SOURCE supplier of HIGH 

TECHNOLOGY electro-mechanical HARDWARE. AND SOFTWARE 
to the automation industry. Power/mation supplies systems, products, engineering 
assistance and technical support to some of the largest companies throughout the 
MIDWEST. Power/mation’s TECHNICAL. SALES representatives are a 

valuable RESOURCE to the engineers and designers at these companies. They 

provide assistance in PRODUCT SELECTION and SYSTEM DESIGN as 

well as post-sales support. 

Power/mation offers the best TECHNICAL SALES OPPORTUNITIES for 
engineering graduates. The comprehensive training program prepares the technical 

representative for all aspects of business and sales. Power/mation’s network of offices 

throughout the Midwest and our alliance with the world’s best MANUFACTURERS 
allow us to provide the correct SOLUTIONS with the best products. 

Visit us atthe CAREER CONNECTIONS JOB FAIR on September 16 in 

Engineering Hall and let us show you how to put your DEGREE to work for you. Want 
more information? Check out Power/mation’s WEB SITE at www.powermation.com, 

then give us a call at one of our office locations. Positions are available at several 
of our offices. 

Contact Human Resources at: 

1310 Energy Lane W238 N1690 Rockwood Dr. 

St. Paul, MN 55108 Waukesha, WI 53188 

(612) 645-0781 (414) 523-0600 
(800) 843-9859 (800) 242-2060 
(612) 645-4539 Fax (414) 523-0611 Fax 

Email: info@powermation.com 

Web Site: www.powermation.com : 

Power/mation division, inc.
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—— The technologies of Johnson Controls. UN 
See size Be 

PER te ee over 600 million square feet g Be & 
EE A Te Re oe 
mem PE ems environmental and ; a 

acilities' management systeiisuitilizing today’s smartest ee 

thinking. And opportunitieSso advanced, they're eS ee 

combining light speed technologies with the industry's Tyy = HNSON 

bier alurrdiee oe mee WS Sy LS 

Ready to transform your degree into a career the world 
Forward your resume to 

TCR Wel ee RN RR Wel RUT Johnson Controls, Inc. 
PUB ii ext oe le ela y 

our website at www.johnsoncontrols.com to learn 507 East Michigan St. 

ae P.O. Box 425 Milwaukee, WI 53201-0423 
more about our employment opportunities. Perearer ibs 7 abl 

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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